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A SCHEMA THEORY ACCOUNT OF.1.-" ,

i

SOME COGNITIVE-PROCESSES
,IN COMPLEX LEARNING

. , .: .4
,,

Ie( INTRODUCTION. .

Ih the course of-the recent evolution Of-semantic network theories,

a qdalitative change inthe nature of-these theoriesai taken place.
,T

Early models of semantic memory (Quilliah, 1968; Anderson, 1972; Anderson

& Bbwer, 1972) were characterized.by.a completely structural approach:

Information in,memory was represented by, data structures. The processes

that searched for.informatin, that added new data structures, that

cothpared data structures,, that were, in short, responsible for the repre-
.

sentation of thought in such sYstp, were completely distinct and differ-

ent in nature from the data structures. Friendly, 1977, presents a ,

method for characterizing the features of such structural representations
.

In more recent models (Mnsky, 1975; Nqrman, Rumelhart'&101R, 197.5;

%

Bobrow/i Winograd, 1977),_the distinctio4 between data ilid,processes
.

have been blurred. From a computational viewpoint, datestructures ins

these models can function as procedures (and vice versa). In psycho-

logical terms, this means that memories can function as thought-processes.

These,theories constitute a kind of,new demonology, in)Ohich one kind of

.
-

valjdity -test .10 possible through computer.simulations. In such simula-

tions, the demons arermodeled by procedurei that also have data-

, characteristics. 'Models that can be so 'described are procedural semantics.

models. <

Many telling objections to particulat'-prodedural.semantics models o

,

language processing. and' thOught have been made. Wei senbaum (°1976) and'2,
,

Dresher & Hornstein (1977) tave argued convincingly that 'the, models in

'extant are'too concerned with'the structure and aliplicatton.of 'knowledge
, ,

-I- .
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in the mature-mind. .InSufficient attention has'bee 'd to the attri-

butes
7' .

of hutanintelfigence that control the acquisitibri.of this know-
.

ledge. Dreyfus (1972).has argued that,artificiel intelligence has ,largely

ignored the parallel processing aspe6ts of human cognition. Hayes-Roth-

& Hayes-Roth (1977) show that the, conceptual entities that'reprssent, words
.

(as opposed to more abstract semantic "primitiies' or ,, features") have a

more important status in memory than they are granted in many current
.

models. As ofyet, howeVer, no convincing criticisms,of the etim that

conceptual units have a'dual nature--data and processes-- have been made,.

It is this claim that is the core of the procedural semantics approach to

cognition. -

.

proceduralsemantics viewpoint it still'incomplete,--and, as a

..,

rgult, opportunities exist-to .remedy the deficiencies that have been

1 pointed out. Rumelhart4 Norman (in press) have sketched a procedu al
, .

semantics approach:to the acquisition of generic information. A.more

,detailed version. of their theory could answer some of the' objections made

by Weisenbaum (1976) and 'by Dresner & Hornstein (1977). Fiskel-eBower

(1976) pre'sen't a formalfsm for a semantic netwotk com posed of finite

'automata. '1'his.is one off number of possible meant of modeling the

parallelism Dreyfus (1972) potted out as an essential part of cognition.

Rigney &Mahro (1977),present a schema theory model of human text pro- '

--cessing inwhtch words are 'presumed to be ..represented explicitly Sy, their

own,special data/procest,entities in memory. AlthoOgh their theory also

provisips fon the existence of'Many non-lexical conceptual entities, thee.'

effects due to their 16ical-level units can account for the results

,reported by Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1977).

The present paper representsan attempt to further extend-the'explan-

itory scope-of procedural semantics theories to a wider range of cognitive

I-

8
y.
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' . . L, A. .

., .. .

proceSses: 'An Account'is. given,in terms of such a theOy for the eon-
, h

; 7structs 'Of semantic and.eplsbdiomemoryc consci-ousnesrevels of.pro-
.ft

cessing7, and some,"insight" phenomena. We:view his. account as. an-. , .
. ,

.

II

9

exploratory, even speculative, attempt .to extract the maximum.possible

explanatory poyier from the theory. We hope that it will stimulate
.

further thinking about the possible applications ofthit theory and that

it will encourage the development of more'formal procedural. acdounts of
.

psychological phenomena..

The procedural senfantics model we present here is a lineal descendent
f

,of that presented -in Norman, Rumelhart, & LNR (1975). The LNR model was
. ,

implemented im a computer simulatiOn called MEMOD: The current model has

not been so implemented, bitt the data/process structures (hereafter referred .
. - I

1 .
.

_

to as schemata) have been written /"in a format compatible withaavanced

MEMOD databases, (The format makes use of a prediptecaloplus-type ...*

exposition, which-makes procedure-parameter relationships-- Scope

relationships-7explicit). Given appropriate supporting procedures, the

schemata discussed-below could be expected to function in MEMOD'.

Assumptions of the model
1/4

Some features of the present schema- tieory are different, at least-

in emphasis, from those.described in Norman, Pumelhart; & LNR (1975). ,°

One such feature is that of distributed intelligence (discussed in

Gentner, in press). The activities of schemata and their intdactions

.account for all cognitive processing, making it unnecessary to postulate

some higher level executive fundtion to coordinate, this processing: The

interactions of schemata occur simultaneously, as parallel processing,

in a population of interrelated schemata. These interactions result yin
1

interactive datakriVenrand conceptually-driven processing (Palmer, 19.75),

ti

I'

a



. 1<ntelligenee is distributed ih the sense that intellectual pyocessing is /

not the responsibility of i single general-purpose-device; rather,. it

is:simply the sum of all the activated.schemateat the time in question.-
r

Goldttein', and Papert (177)' express a similar point of, view: "...'intelligence
,

.. .. 9
.

is based on the,abiftty, to use large amountS,of diverse kinds of knowl-
,

edge,in.procedural ways, rather than .on the possestion.of'a few general
,

,

and unifo'rm prindpies."
.

' Another feature of the current model mutual activation: Following,

Levin (19/6), one of the most important aspects' of a schemais. its ability
110

to activate other schemata. Each schema is limi.ted'in the extent to which
. .

.

it can Orwiide.aWvation'to othersalemata. If.a schema receivetonly -

. ;
.

. . .

, a small amount of activation from other schemata, its own. ability to pass ''

-
_ , .

. .
, . .

on activation will be further 14mited. Mben an . activation pa'sses a

. .

threshold (called the instantiation thi-eshold)At becomes instantiated.

r,
.

.

:What this means.is that a copy of the schema'(which is a concepp in
T r

. ,..

.0

,generic or semantic memory) is created. Thq-Vcopyntis not an exac
., " . . ,

'duplicate, but cootaingtinformation about specifics which are represented

only as prototypes or selectional restrictions (Chomsky, 1965).in the'

generic schema. :These "eopiesu, or instantiated schemata constitute
. . .

episodic memoile.Asti activated Schema that is not instantiated will
.. 4.. . ,-4. .

eventually fade Ito a background level of activation,- and no direct
ev(

. .
,

idence of its activation will remain. These processes are.more fully
. . +)

aiscqssed below in,the sections onsemantic an& episodjc memory and on .

consciousness and schemata.

tThe relation-ONneisworkto a general theory of complex learning,
, .

. The diagram in Figure 1 outlines variables that seem to us to be

among the important considerations.fanoderstanding more about complex

human learning. Most, but not all of the phenomena that we will attempt:to .

explain in terms of schema theory are identified as memory procesSes in
.,

4. 0 1 0
---..--14-,...the figure. 4-.

"

-.....:_.---,L7t-v.-- i -,
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According to. the view expressed in.this diagram,-Kuffian learning.
N..

is an elaboration of-more ,primitie biological mechanisms for adapting

to:change, and retainsmany of tSe fegtures tote expected of such.

mechanisms., Learning is' driven-by initiating requirements that are
- ,

. . .

formulated as orienting tasks., either implicitly or explicitly.
.

. , .

. Orienting tasks can originate with an instructor or with an instructional

- system 9r wilh"the learner. Orienttngtaskscontgin instructions and -.

. goals, These drive'cognitive.processing during learnidg and utilization
-

pisodes, which tend to be intermingled, at least outside of formal ped-

agogfcal environMents. It is likely that utilization,of knowledge also

results in some additional modification of knowledge repreientations in
.

jmemory. .Conversely, learning new knowledge occurs only in the context

4
.of-existing knowledge. tearning and utilization episodeg may jast for .

,
. . i

a fewminutesor for years. In the laboratory, they tend to be lieted
f .. ,

to a few minutes. 'Outside the laboratory, learning and utilization
,..,

of - .

.., i
, , . ,

.

knowledge goes on throughout Life; there is a time-shared prorPssin off .
,

\--

#0., '
. .

the many demands' for the difObrent-kindi-ofseontent that all if us .ere .. ..

,.........., .
. . ,,

required to learn and 04e just ,to survive; orthat we set oarsejyes to .
I., ,. . `,-...- ,---- , ...1

learn dut'of curiosity or in 'hope of surviving in' particularly favored.
. . ...;,.Y

,. ,t
,

'

'ways. LearqIng,end uttPiation pracesses'at:e Aiconceptuail;:driven
. 0. "---, r .. . 0.

(from theloVdOwn) and dittd,riven from the bottom I)

In our view, .the .Concept 'repr=esented by. schem -may in any one
.7 . - Y '.....S.

of tnree states: conscious; Subconscious, or unconscious: Id the dia- -.
.

1,

, .. ..

gram, ,almost all the cognitive processes'included,in the box label -.
1 .

"memory processes" ordinarily function only at theconsdious or -,

. ..,
. .

.

-,0,,,. e ..... .

.. ,
..

'A A.
.

*subconsciou's level. (Some problem-solving processes have.,conscious
11.

components.). Cadpnitive-processes that art-available to' the learner

'far conscious, use and that are designed to enhance or facilitate

12
-6-
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acbuisition;- raention, and'retrieval can be called cognitive strategies.

Cognitive-strate9i4 are repre$ented in schema-theory by very high level

schemata. Im the terminology of Norman and Rumelhart (in press), such

schemataarenotordinarily highly "tuned:" Since they are general
4

purpose, they "fit" no one situation or context perfectly. Their activa-

tions are therefore not Simple and automatic', as .highly tuned schemata

are. 'Components or subschemata of the strategy schema must undergo a

good deal of, top down activation, which performs a sort of checking

/

function. The person experiencing an activation of such a strategy'

setema. is therefore usually aware of the relgORI'CoMpohents of the
, .

.schema, and the applicatiotof the Strategy i a conscious process.

.
This viewpoint is further disCussed below in the section on Consciousness.

. ,

4
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' II. SCHEMA*THEORY EXPLANATIONS
OFICOGNITIVE'PROCESSES

Semanti.and Episodic Memory 0

The distinctiori betweenisemantic and episodic memory in schema _

theory at first appears to'Ce quite a simple.and, natural bne. Semantic
4

memory contists simply of schdmata--concepts which represent what one

knows about general types of objects or actions or relationthips in

the-world. Episodic memory is simply the collection of.all the instan-
- ,

= tiated "copies" of schemata, with concepts which stand for particular

entities filling the argument:slpts of the schemata as-parameters.'

This a good'and useful characterization of two types of memories
4,

in 4schema-system for representing tored knowledge. Mere are, however,

some potential prObleths with the use of the terms "semantic" and "evisodic".

The use of the ternimsemantic" connotes knowledge which is basically

lexical ln nature. "Semantics" is, in large pant, the study of the

relationships between symbols and what those symbOls refer to. Theterm

"episodic", on the other hand, 'connotes particular events, to the exclus-

ion of other types of particular-concepts, such as particular individuals.

Both of .these terms are too,limited in'their connotation.-

In a schematheory representation, of knowledge about types schemata

should probably not be thought of as being nearly so closely bound to

particular lexical itemis as was common in early formulations (such as

.r
Rumel'hart, Lindsay, & Norman, 1972)% Of coursethere must be schemata
0 -...:----._

-, .

associated with particularlexical items; we could call these "lexical- --

c

level content-schemata':,: (Rigney & Munro, 1977, present a partial

(

functional typology of schemata.) In several recent works which are
.

.

,
.

either' primarilytheoretical papers within the schemi4theory model or

.

'Which report experimental results which can be interpreted as having

implications for-this.model:a very large nUmber of essentially

.
14 L.

0
4
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non-lexical schemata seem to bb called- for. One type of non-lexical

schema, is that which is much higher-leyel or more abstraqt4han
4

lexidal schemata.' Examples .of this type include story- or episode-.:

schemata (Rumelhart 1975Rumelhart, in press),'social-situation-

schemata (Schank & Abelson,'r975), and speedh act and conversational ,

schemata (Munro, 1977; Levin.& Moore, 1977). All otthese schemata

are designed to account for some of the facts about how people's knowl
.

edge'about recurring types of situations guides their understanding'

(and sometimes their actions) in those Ituations:

A different kind of "non-lexical," schema which seems to bet'
ti

called for in a putatively complete-or atcura/e account of human knowl-

edge it one that captures the fact that'people's knowledge about types
o

is dften more detailed than can be conveniently expressed injerms of,,

their-lexicons. For example; it is perfectly natural to talk &lout.,

"red hair", "red carpet",.and "red eyes", and to mean something very

. different by each use of Fred ".' Yet. each of these-uses'of "red" should

have a reasonably consistent and distinct Meaning, at least for individ-

ual'subjects (Halff, Ortony, & Anderson, 1976). This suggest% that we

may np.t 41ent to model peoples' concepts for-red monolithically, but

rather to include in our model one concept for the:red that cap:be the

calor of eperson's hair, another concept or, schema for the red that

3 f

can be the color of dried blood, and so'on. Other recent work suggests
=

that the problem of polysemy maybe more ubiquitous than semantic

memory theorists.or finally thought (Anderson & Ortony, 1975; Anderson

Richert-, Goetz, tchalle Stevensel. Trollip,'1976):

The oolnt behind this discussion of non-lexical .semantic memory

4
is that it is possible that the term "semantic memory" may be too'.

-9-
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restrictive in its connotations to continue to apply to t e represen-
.

tation of.types in a schema-theory approach to conceptual representat

As a replacement, consider-the hopefully more neutral te/ ."generic

,memory," (Rumelhart& Ortony, in press, refer to:schem ta as conc
.

,

which representgeneric.knowledge). A.generic,conceptis one w can

Qt a variety of sieuations or objects; it partia) y unspe ied

parameters. Inther words, it is a schema.

..

What nf "episodic memory?" -Instantiations of g hemat

are the stuff of episodic. memory. The term " episodic" partic

any appropriate when the instantiated, schema i5 one wh'c, repres t

some activity or episode. When theinstantiated ,schema /has a more

nominal quality,,however, the term seems less appropr ate. 'IF6r example,

iryou hear someone say "A dog bit,me yesterday," would' presumlably.
. I

acquire.a new instantiation of your DOG schema as art of the process.

of understanding the sentence. Xet-it seems odd, say the leatt, to

speak of your new concept 'of this particular dog as an "episode".

. A natural replacement.for term:"episodic is suggested by the

antonymof "generic", namely, "specific". Let onceptS of particular

..

individuals, particular actions, and particula relationships be

eferred toas "specific/concepts". The,inst ntiation of a generic'

concept is a'specific concept.

It should be 'recognized that, while the Use of the 'terms '!generic"

and "specific" may,constitute an imprqhement over, the less precise.teris

"semantic" and "episodic", It does lothing to resolvliseveral substan-
.

-tive issues concerning the relationship of eneric and specific concepts. .

1

For example, there probably_shodth not be ah absolute distinction be-
,

tween generic and specific concepts. The rimary distinction between

a generic.and a specifi*Oconcept is thatt e first has variables, while

.0
-10-
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,"$:

4

I

the second,* filled parameters (that is, other specific concepts --

Fo example-I. someipecific" concets ,may actually have default
:, ..

..- _ , ._. .

4
. -

j as argument0. This(is.not a*ays true-in a-stritt sense, however.
/

e
4 ' I dr,

values forevery Arameter--information which is partofthecorres-
!

, , J.- 4-.,.. I ,.,
,-

4 , z . . , ,; /
pendingAeneric concepts:, And some "generid" concepts may, in fact,

,

...,

be extremely SpecifiOn nature. If I believe, foreXample,'that:
r

.;/ i,:., , .

. ,

l'John-lagegrine rides hfs tricytle \around our block every morning at
i,

I, .

7:30", then this informkion shou)4 probably be represented in generic .liv''
.

.

i

iform, as a schema. RUt,what are the. Variables in such a schew.? 1 '

'Almost-eyery important parameter is alrbady specified in the generic

-representation,. Only ,a feW details about manner and the particular ,

;

.ilm,

, . ,

'd4te need tdi)be filled into create a specific version of this generic .

, ,
schema. (AnOther,inadequatelyexplored relationship'between generic

! .

::

Oc
,

and speCific concepts is the press by which insight into the simil-

arities among\a num drcof specific schematiresults in 'the creation of
,

new generic schema. Rumelhart tcNorman (in press) sketch some aspects

' of this process, which they -call restructuring). Fuzzy edges aside,we

believe. that the notions of generic and.specific concepts are important,

and that-the terms "generic memory" and."sRecific memory' are more

precise than the traditional "semantic memory" and "episodic memory".

446.

Consciousness

Schemata

always being

receiving no

, in the mutual activationimdel, can be-thought of as

in one of three states. They are either (1) quiescent,

activationomCany other schema and giving no activation

any, other (probably the normal state for, the vast majority of-a

t ) .

17
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person's schemata, at any single instant);
1

or (2) activated to- the

'level of instantiation, receiving sufficient activation from other

schemata 'that ,they can become instantiated, so that their copies

. become part of the persot)'s vast store of specific-memories; or .(3)

activated'but 'not instantiated. Those schemata which are in the latt

state may liter receive enough activation to become instantiated, p

thertnay subside' in their level of activation:, -in Which case these
v

will be no long-term memory for, the partitular'instance of th= concept
. .

represented by the schema in question Long-term memory traces for

specific concepts are the "copies" of the corresponding '-neric conceptS

that were made when instantiations took place. When A generic concept

does not receive enough activation to become instan ated, no specific

-

copy is made,,and there is therefore no memory ( yell as- no under-

,

standing) in termsof that generic concept.

The identifications of chwarious stat s_of consciousness In such

a model are probably fairly obvious. All hose schemata which are

activated to the point that they are be g instantiated constitute the

contents of consciousness. Those sc ata which are activated but not

instanrapd constitute the content of the subconscious or preconscious

at 'a given- moment. All those sch ata which are not activated constitute

our ,unconScious' knewl edge at la g yen moment.

This sort.of cognitive ac ount of states of consciousness has more

. >
appeal than some Others whic cOuld be cOnstructed./ tn a-cognitive model

.

-*1
If the schema- eory r sented ,here made claims to being a physiolOgical

!

model i we would say that ch mata in this "quiescent" state were actually
.functioning- at a b ckgrpu d level of activation, by analogy to the background,/
firing, rate of .ne ons. Ho ever, schema-theory is intended as a model of f '

cognitive.functio 'rath than of neurological function. Although we believe
that at some, Om in' th future-there will be a comprehdrislve model' that
accommodates Wh t- is k own about both cognitive and neurophysiologicaT func-
tion (and ,that uch 'a heory may have much in cannon with that presented hete),

_ we restrict ou selves now to cognition. Hence,- we Say that scheniata can be
lWescent.
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in which intelligence is not distributed (in a "memory components"

'system with boxes labeled "STM", "LTM", etc., for example), one might

want fo account for the subconscious by including in one's 'diagram a

box lobeled "Subconscious".. In th-distributed intelligence system
..

c.with mutually activating schemata, there is no need to postulate. such

a speciaYlnew component. Instead, we can simply identify a portion of.-
,

the procesting already called-for by the theory-as "subccinscioUs

thoUght." Figure 21contraSts these two ways of representing the sub-.

conscious and the unconscious.

This treatment of "levels of consciousness"-seems to account for

the basic differences between the conscious, subconscious, and uncon-

scious.mind in Freud's theory. However, it does not deal with a number

ofssues of great concern to him., such as repressed memories. We leave

that task to some,eiten morel-enthusiastic partisan of mutually-activating
.

.
.

schemata.' Whether this opproach has anything to do with another type of
. ,

"unconsciousnes$" deserves further consideration. The type of uncon-

sciousness we.refer to is that associated with the, execution of'well-

learned motor skills. These kipds of "unconscious" physical .activities

can be accounted for in schema-theoiy terms.2

Consider'-the case of "unconscious"' automobile driving. Mdst experi-

-enced drivers have beCome aware; atone time or anothe'r, that they have

just d
.

riven some number of miles on a familiar route, and yet remember

nothing of what they have just done.. say they were not aware of

2
)

The'class of unconscious physical activities that can be accounted
`for in schemi-theory terms is limited to those which must be
learted. Innate attiVities, such as breathing, are not activities
we wouleNchoose to represent .with schemata. However, some-very
autoffia4ic activities, such o4 the movements made in walking, are,
in part, consciouslytlearneeand should therefore be representable
in schema-theory terms.

-13
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their driving. Singe the schemata,reSponsible for,this driving did

not intrudeupon.consciousness, the theory` just-outlined-should'require

US to say that those - schemata were activated but not instantiated. But

why should they not have been instantiated? We are used to schemata not

being instantiated because they cannot ,find confirmation in the data of

"

the conteXt;5urely there-is" enou.gh 'bottom-up flow in normal driving

contexts that this should notbe a.problem. Perhaps a reasonable expla-

nation for the,inadequate (for instantiation)°aCtivation of the driving

schemata has /o do with ',resource limitations. There is only so much
..,

acti vati on` forj th' total system, and a great 'deal of activation has been

allocated to tner schemata. Thus, when one becomeS aware that one has

Wo'memoriesfif having driven the last 15 miles, -that doei not mean that

one:has KMemories.of the last 15-minutes. On the contrary, one is often

aware of having had 4 particularly stimulating Conversation or train of

thought, many of the details of.which are easily remembered. Our driving

can became subconscious when unrelated schemata-have ,absorbed most Of.,the
.

total activation resources of the system:

This explanation fails to account for the onservation that only very

well-tuned motor schemata seemto carry out their functions in reduced-

activatioTsituations. Another way of viewing,this-phenomenon from the

schema-theory viewpoint is .to say,,as,was suggested in n-the Introduction,

that-the htg,trest7level schema that can account for the data actually was

instantiated, but that none of its component subschemata were. The

relevant highest -level schema in the "automatic driving" example_just*A

given would not be some generalized Dr:iying Schema, but, rather, a very

.

,
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. "
.detailed schema for driving a particular route.` An example Of such a

seheMa Could be a "Route-to-the4iniversity-fromzmy-house" 'schema. Such
.

explicit generic schemata have been proposed ,elsewhere (Munro, 1977).

When such.a schema is activated by the driver's knowledge that he or she
_

4 is on the:same old route again, activation resources can be conserved. if
. e ,

. . .

the scherta doeS not supply activation for its cc:MIK:orients. rt can accept,
.

,..

. . .

_ activation from", these components, bUt sblong as each component maiceS (
.

-trsexpeeted contribUtiOnto its "parent,".tiire is no need for the parent

to drive activations of th ,subschemata: In effect-the highest-level

schema can afford to suspend its top-dcar processing,ecause it doesn't

need to CheCk for the presencedf.components--the components have already
t

-made their presence known. The absence of thistop-down activation.to the

subschemata may-often be enough to keep the activations of these'conceptUal

units below the activation threshold...As a:result; the driver ends the
,

.
.

t ,

, R.

. . trip with no specific memories for any of the details or stages;' there
, . . -

have been no instantiations of the subschemata of the "Route-to2the-University"'
9 .

if
schema. This does not, -mean that the driver will not know that he has been

.

'engaged in "driving to the University," for example. The highest level schema,

may be instantiated, inhial case the driver ofethe car knows what route

he is on, but not, at first, where he is on it.
A ,

The basic mechanisms for the act.ivation: and fnstantiation of schemata--

A ,

mechanisms that are required -to represent he processes,of ualterstanding,.,
_

'A learning, and rememhering--can also account for the ph enomena,of:conscious-
--a

r

ness. We believb that this economy of theoretical primiti.Ves'Zon5tithes

an argument in favor of schema theory in contrast to tire "cognitive

component" models prevalent in cognitive' psychology. '

bib
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Cognitive Stratetgies

, .

When' people say that Someone is applying a cognitivd strategy,`

4.

they seem to mean that he or she has made a Conscious'decision to
..'

alNcate processing resources to one kind of, cognitive process rather
.

,..

than to'. another. (See gigney, in press, 'for a detailed keatment of'
.

.'
_ _

thepossible virietiesofcognitive strategies). From the perspective
): ,

, of a distributed intelligence theory,.such as the schema- theory outlined '''

/-
, .

in earlier sections, this meaning of "cOgnitiye strategies" doesn't ,I V.

seem to make much sense. that-which is consoibusis simply thoqe schemata
k

which are'currently being instantiated. It,is always true; in'ihe.theory,

that currently activated hncepts (and particularly the highly activated

concepts that are being instantiated) play a l'arlge role in the determin-

ation of which schemata will next receive"activdtion resources, This

.; natural flow of activation doesn't seem to capiire the.notion of -cotv

. ----

scious'sontrol over'attention that most of Ok. believe ih. We feel thatP
,.....a e .

.

"we'are able to make decisions to "pay attention" to something and ignore

-otherthings that could compete for attention.

One way to treat this would be to say that we have a number of Big,

complicated schemata,,whds'e function it is' to direct the allocation of-
.

%
( processindresturces in 'particular situations., In the teFMiXiology of

,,..,,..

..
..Rigney (1976); these schemata are prescriptions. When we are conscioui.

or

.
, ,.

of.their effects (that is, when they are acttvated-Wthe point of

instintiation)% we mayesay that we are "stating,rul6s.to ourselves"

`.,that apply in. this--particular situation: Here is an exampl. Suppose

that a computer iirogr4Mer named Fred is writing a program on the .

PLATO IV computer systqm in the TUTOR language. Fred needs teset a
. .

,-variable eforgotten the name of the ifunc ionqual to some value, but has forg
/4......7.__

that'does,this. He "decides" that he4will try to-find the name'of they
d

-18- 24
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function by Consulting the on-line l'UIA manual, "aids". There he

will loOk at, a table that lists all the TUTOR commands, and.see

whether one of them-"fingsa bell In schema-theory terms, how can

we 'explain his conscious,decision to adopt thi's strategy? 0?expla- .

. . .

,

hilOnation that seems quite natural requires that we posit the existence

f a schema'which is activated when people don't Irow the meaninT.of

a ter m and need to km./ the mean'ing of that term. Thts is a special -
.-

.1purPoseschema, first eqUired,whenthey originally-learned about (Plc-
.

ionaries and glossaries. This is a high-level, complex schemawhidh-

.- is'agtivated when two of its subtchemata (the Don't-,Know- and the Need--.
'

- * .

,

To-Know-Schemata) are activated. The bulk of,the schema is a sequehce

, 2
qf instructions on what:t6 do in the .various circumstances.

.- .

B

'His the meaning of the teem.part of ordinary English usage?, If so,
.

y

gook for a synonym or explanation in the dictionary."., Or, "is -the term --
part of shall set of technical 'terns? .If-so, is there list'of / 1-

/
bIII

,

e

.

. sugh terms which could be scanned in a reasonable length of time to .,

,

search for the - term?") The particular attributes of the context one is

in at the time (the fact that one is using the TUTOR'language, for

example)interadt with this general schema; filling in the loosely

defined parameters of the Look-Op-Schelna (such%as,"a liit of such terms")

with particular values '(such-a the list of TUTOR commands in 'aids'").

If Fred, the PLATO programmer, is very accustomed to\lookng up

particular:TUTOR'commands incflaids", he may even have a 'Special Look-

Up-TUTOR-Command-Schema which is activated in these si- tuations and

directs his processing for awhile.

. -

In a schema systeol, "conscious" allocation'of processing resources

is simply accounted for by the prior existence of.schemata which direct

people's information processing activities. When one of these schlmata',.

25
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.9
.

,

are essentially prescriptie,/in nature, is activated,,oneihas

the impression of "directing oneself" to'manage one's attention in

particular ways." -The example just given involves some fairly overt

'behaviors, but _could equally well be applied to more purely mental
4

activities aswell. This would mean,p,siting t e existence of special,

schemata for 'such inforfnation prOcessing activities at scanning a text
.

in search Ofa particular term, tryinil to recall-the-con ext'in Witch.

one first learned a concept in order to remember mor details.of,the .

concept, and-so on. 'In some, rfspects this approach is,$mimilar to thee

"homunculusl of a powerful tentraleprocessor4ionitot, but it does
. .

involve much less powenfur homunculi, each of,wh4h Kkonly.one special
0 .4.

function and is activated tn only one,spesial-kind of content. , .

Creativity and conscious contrdl.

.

A potential problem for the distributed intelligence spstesi'

*. t - ,
ac.

raised by, the nature of creativity/in Sehema,mcidl studen.ofts._

creativiey have claimed that there is n impartan ifference be een
4

more and less creative people (Guilford, 1968; Dellas &,61er 970)..

v oot ')

They treat this differe e iAns Of'cognitive'ityle: cre

ent think ; less creative 'Peqpierkypically '0,

.

th convergeqthinking, pschema-theorlorms,

64111('Of diverTentthinkinglas ,the-distribution, of

.14

peopleengage in div

approach proble

it sem

:

awe-ion reSq ces to a lege numb largety unrelatea spilemata;.e%

chance

involves-putt

ps bne

'
1* +

h does-net seem td ha;./ed*PartiOplirly.g66d a priori ,

7 .

providing/the solution-. Convergent t g in Schema theory

ng almost all ac.t.ivation fresourcei lift one 'sch ;

.k. 4t.
at ern to have the best a priori chance of providing.

r
the solution to the current problem: (One could thinW,df the 'difference

e

s a breadth-first approahversus, a depth-first approach to schema ',-

-20-
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This explanation of the difference in schema-theory between

convergent and divergent thinking does not'explaip,hoWever, why

some individuals should appear.to consistently follow one mode, and .

,

.1 others another.-tne approach to explaining this would be to claim

that the divergent or- creative thinkeriohavea special problem-solving

schema'that "searches for" the maximum number of potentially applicable

schemata for the current-problem-solving situation, and then distributes

the activation resources available mOre or less evenly among th4e,

schemata. Convergent thinkers could Mien be characterized as having
o

a problem-solving schema that "searches for" the "best!' or most-likely-
, , .

looking scheMa and then concentrates all or most of its activation re-
,

sources to that schema. The only problem with this approach is that i

these schemata seem unusually powerful, andscomplex. They are more like;

homunculi than simple-minded demons. 'An ordinary scherila has a structure

that specifies precisely which other schemata,can be activated 'by it.

There is 'something disquieting about schemata with unspecified sub-

scheinata; their functioning is pot:explicable with-the mechanisms of
.

0 ,

hema theOry as they are currently-formulated, and they seem to be
.1

capable'of.far too much.

These problems seem to call for further, developments either in

our upderstaKding of attenilonal phenomena associated withcreativity
_

or in theiormulation of schema-theory pregented here.

Despite the problems inherent inthe requirement that a schema-t.

. "'...;.

theory account for differencegin problem- solving hehavior.through

.
4 . 7. ;s...

themechanism-of very powerful,.individualized "problem-solving
'v...!,

schemata",there.are somOspect of the introspective evidence on
.

.

creativity that are well-treated.6 a schema-theory approach.

.
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For example,' many creative people (Mozart and Tchaikovsky have been

cited as examples) have claimed that entire solutions' to very complex

problems may spring into their consciousnesses in a relatively complete

state. (Mozart is said to have been able to envision an entire new

musical piece at Once, almost "complete and finished".) The schema-.

theory solution for the cognitive style of 'creative people accounts for

these reports. Because the creative person's general problem-solving

schema distributes activation among a large number of processing schemata,,

none of them may be activated sufficientlyo-become instantiated until

4
one of them "fits," the data of the problem so well that the "bottom-

up" activation of the'schema is almost enough by itself,to instantiate'

the schema. Fitting the data so well means that every aspect of the

problem will have a pla"ce in the solution to the' problem provided by

t

the instantiated schema This is what.accoUnts f6"-the Tfull-bldn"

nature of the solutions to problems that some creative people report

"popping into" their consciousnesses.

One consequence to the approach to creativity--and to cognitive

strategies in ggieral--suggested here is that a large number-of special

schemata for attacking problems must be posited. This is not necessarily

a bad feature of the schema-theory approach to probrem-solving. Pro-
.

fessionalproblem-solving teachers have suggested that effective problem-

0 solvers'may:have a "library" of problem,-solving "routines" that` hey

can consult to try to come up'with something useful for-particular
,

situations. In Strategy irokebook (discussed in Adams, 1974) a group
..., ..,,,

called Interaction Associates dfsaasses such a group of routines,
...-

which they, believe a good problem-solver should posses,s. Here istheTr

28



Build up Display Simulate
Eliminate. Organize Test
Work Forward List Play
Work Backward Check ', Manipulate
Associate Diagram Copy

.
.

Classify Chart ' Interpret
4Generalize Verbalize Transform
Exemplify Vistalize Translate

- Compare Memorize Expand
.Reate :'Recall Reduce
Commit . 'Record Exaggerate
Defer Retrieve . Understate
Leap In Search Adapt,
Hold Back Select Substitute

_Focus Plan Combine
Release Predict 'Separate
Forde Assume 4 Change
Relax '-Question Vary
ream ,Hypothesize Cycle ---
Imagine Guess Repeat

-Purge ' Define Systemize
Incubate Symbolize Randomize

Some of these strategies are actually quite complex, Tte make use of the

Eliminate strategy, for.example, one first thinks-of all the possible,%wv

attributes that a solution might have.. 161 is done in a very non-'

evaluatlye*mode. Dnly -after a very extensive -list of attributes has, been

--prepared does one return to the list and begin to eliminate items (attri-

butes of possible solutions) that seem to be undesirable, impractical, or

unnecessary. Obviously, a schema for the Oftinate Strategy would also

be quite complex, invelving,a_number of specialized subiChemata with .

.

_ .

explicit, sequencing 'controls.

Both-creative and non-creative people.cmild be trained to magt use

of a large cellection of such strategies. What would differentiate their -A.
/

use of the strategies would be the manner in-which they activated the

#

i'ehqmat;a that represented the strategies. The convergent thinkers would

select one of the strategies early .in the problem-solving process; and

would make use of 'that strategy in a conscious and deliberate way. The

djvergentthinkers, on the other hand, would allocate Some.small amount

of activation to each of the Strate chemata, and would not be con-
,



sciously exploring any particular path to a solution until one of the

Strategy-Schemata came up with a paiticularly good fit. At this point,
.

the divergent thinker would present his,solution in a completed forM,

without being aware of any necessary intermediate steps taken to reach

the conclusion.
-

If we accept the claim that problem solvers do have some set of

schemata with specific strategiei for problem-solving, It becomes an

easieVtask to construct "supervisory. schemata" for problemzsolving.

(For some very practiced or well-trained problem-solvers, the-let/of

specific problem-solving schemata might include those. strategies pre-
,-

sented above., For most problem-solvers, the set Would probably be 1

smaller and the'itrategies less efficient). The reason that modeliu

"supervisory schemata" would-be easier is that.in,schema-theory, as we

have presented it in preceding sections, schemata must pass activation

to 'other schemata that they already know Apout. In other words, schemata

are not thought of as being so powerful and homunculus-like that they
.

e
can freely roam through the "library" of schemata, picking and choosing

those which are appropriate for a 'particular purpose. Rather, part of

the meaning ora particular schema is the limited set of other schemata
o

which itcan activate.

In such a system, the "supervisory schema" (or general problem-
.

solving_schema) of a divergent thinker would activate simultaneously all

of the.problem-.solving strategy-,schemata. At this point, the supervisor

has, in some'senselrelinquished .control over the ensuing processing. It

is not some action of'the "supervisor" that now determines which partic-
,

ular strategy is chosen.to solve the-problem. Instead, the interaction

: .

between the data (the factsof
.-.,)

the problem) and the activated strategy-.
- , ,

. .

sChemata,letermines which

.

strategy will triumph. Figure 3 is an attempt'

."

to roughly depict the'dibtributed nature of the control of processinD in

this sort of sysem. ,' , -24- 30-00
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--The general
"supervisory"
problem -

solving schema

0

4*

o

Particular
problem-solving
strategy -

schemata

Schemata

activated by
-the statement
of the problem

The problem

statement DAMM3
DATUM4

Figure 3. Distriyed Control During Problem-Solving. in a Uhema,System
arrows represent the flow of activation)
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he Ape visory Problem-Solver Schema of Figure 3'can be thought

of as having he combined, structure of two schemata proposed by
, .

. .

Rumel art & 0 tony (in press), a Problem-solving schema and a Try schema.
,

Here are the schemata they proposed, expressed in our notation.

PROBLEM- SOLVING (PERSON, EVENT, GOAL)

is when

AUSE (EVENT, WANT'(PERSON, GOAL))
'N 6

UNTIL (OR (G PERSON, GOAL), GIVE-UP (PERSON)), TRY (PERSON,

G (PERSON, GOAL)))

TRY (PERSON, GOAL, ACTION1, [ACTION2
I

)3

is when

CHOOSE ,(PERSON, ACTION

HOPE (PERSON, CAUSE (ACTION1, GET (PERSON, GOAL)))

I

WHILE (NOT (SATISFIED (CONDITION (ACTION1))), TRY (PERSON,.ACTION1,

. f)ACTION
2
1)

DO(PERSON, ACTION)

end..

The link between,Probtem-Solvelland the re explicit.p4em-solVing'.

strategies must lie. in the ACTIONS that the'TRY schemalChows about4.-The

"particular problem-solving strategy-schemata" of Figure 3 are examples

of suchACTIONS. In Rume3hart & Ortony's forMulation, the problem-solving
uF

episode consists.cfa sequence of attempts at the goal, characterized by'

a sequence of ACTIONS. (The UNTIL and WHILE subschemata above are re-

sponsible'for this Sequential character). This seems like a gobd'model\

of the.problem-solving behavior of the less .creative person, but some less

0 .

3 -
The square brackets denote an optional arguMent'of the schema.

° 32
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temporally constrained activation of ACTION subschematamay be called

for to account for "creative",problem-solving. ,A suitable definition

of the CHOOSE subschemata of TRY,, one that.is capable of returning a-

set of actions rather'than a single ACTION
1
might suffice to solve

.".
this 0oblem.

. 1

Orienting Tasks and Self-Direction

.
-,

, (

Orienting tasks canbe of either of two types, instructions or

questions. A task of eithe?;of'these types can be either explicit or

-

implicit. In many cases oft interest, the task is implicit. For example,

the statement of a problem can often be thought of as an instruction to

solve it or-to answer the question "What is the answer?" Orienting

tasks determine the direction of subsequent cognitiiie processing after

they have been presented. What is 'the role of orienting tasks' in a

-; ,- 'schema- theory model of cognition?

We think that a productive y to view orienting tasks is as inputs

. which activate subschemata that, in turn,.activate high-level strategy-

schemata. Orienting tasks that are instructions will ordinarily activate

.

Prescription - Schemata (Rigney, in press; Rigney & Munro, 1977). "Question"

orienting tasks may activate information- retrieval- schemata; or infer-
.

ence-schemata, or problem-solving-schemata. -A given orienting task may

activate such schemata at several levels of abstractness. ,To understand'

what we mean by this, consider the following-extended example.

A "subject is presented with the folliwing verbal logic problem.

Mr. 8cott his sister, his son'and his daughter are all tennis- .

players.

The. best player's twin and, the worst player are of the same sex.
The best player and ,the.worst player are the same age.
Who is the best player?

1

o
'ft
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Because of the overall setting or context (that he is a subject in a

psychology experiment, for example), he takes. thepresentation cf this

problem as an implicit instruction to solve it. Because of the explicit

query at the end Of the problem statement, he also takes it as an

explicit question. Now, if the subject is.extremely familiar with this

kind of verbal logic problem, then it may happen that he already has a

)/I very special-purpose problem-solving schema (a prescriptive schema)
.

.

for processing them. Such a prescriptive' schema might be something e'

"successively fill'in the variables in the statements of the-problem,

using the names or descriptions provided, andlook for contradictio

i'n the implications of the resultant statements. Those subjects who

do not have enough experience with this kind of problem Will, of course,

.

not have any specialized prescdption available for solving them.' Such

Subjects are likely to experience the 'activation of a number of more

: J0
*generalizedproblem-solving and-question-answering schemata. Some subjects

-may, experience an even distribution-of activation among:these schemata,

others Way experience sequential instantiations of.them.. cSeg the sub-

section on "'Creativity and conscioustcontrol" for a schema-theory treat-

ment of individual differences in styles of problem-solving). One such

generalized question answering schema might be called the Information--

Retrieval-Schema. This schema does a kindOf simple "table look-up" to

see if the answer is already stored in specific memory as a result Of

__-100Fev.4ousproceSsing. If the subject read the problem-statement in a

normal manner, this look up will surely fail, because processing at the

normal level'of understanding did not,esult in the deduction of the

correct answer, to the problem.: Another possible activatiori of a'sctema

is that of an Implfcations-from-Related-Facts-Schema. (See the sectio0

on "inference," below). This schema would drive the,further.activation

34
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of some of the conceptt that were stored &Wing the original'compre-

.

hen ion of.the text of the problem. For example, if the conceptTlIN,

mentioned fn the problem, had been stored in an unexpended or surface

form, it could now be teactivated. As a result, the meaning of'TWIN
,

0
would be instantiated. Therefore, the subject would understend t at

the two individuals who were tw is were of the same'age.- M cpssing

of "the concept TWIN 4nd of the.c cepts'SON'and-DAUGHTERm ld result in

an instantiation of the concept that fhee two twins must
" .

opposite sex.,
z..

Some orientingtasks activate very simple and very specifiC response

the

Schemata. For example,.if an experimental subject\itgiven a piece of.

paper which has Minted 'on the first line*

NAME
rv),

most subjects will-write theft names in the blank. The string E

serves as a very simple orienting task teat activates a Writt- Name= `iichema.

Other orienting tasks activate very complicated and much ler specific
6 ,

response schemata. For'most people -not familiar with verbal.. logic puzzles ;

such as the Mr. Scott problem mentioned above, there is no appropriate

specific or detailed response.schema available. Some problem=solving

schema less immediately appropriate is therefore activated (such as then;

Implications- from- Related - Facts- Schema mentioned above)..

This-is where self-directioncomes into the discussion. If a'subject

does not have a highly appropriate concrete response schema forthis

perticularitype of task in'his generic knowledge repertoire, then he

pot employ some more complextand mare vague task - response schema.

-.=7These, complex, -vague ,schemata haVe a prescriptive nature, and when they

are instantiated, the subject may experience the sequence of prescriptions

as a kind of "talking to himself", "If I'm presented a problem

with a. lot, of facts, I shoUld think about each of the facts trf some

-29- 315-
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detail, to see ¶if any oLs

r.

1'

facts have 'implications for each other.

So what's a'fact? -Let's see, at leash two of these people are twins.

- Now . . .") When cid we say that someone is being self-directed? When

. .

4 .
.

that person's behavior (or seqUeve of pro ssing) is eing driven in a
,-.

.top -down {fashion by an dbstr ctAprescriptive sch 'One is self-
. . .

directed when one encounters ap orienting task for which there is no

special response - schema in generic memory, and one therfore responds

"under the guidance of" a less concrete response-strategy schema.
. . .

r Presumably, there is some fairly large store dr-soth-response-
.

strategy schemata. The liSt-oi 66 problemLsolving'strategy-schemata

(in the section on "Cognitive Strategies") is a subset of these schemata.

When one of these general-purpose response-schemata guides processing-or

behavior, the person,may report that he is "telling himself" to follow

a'certain courseland we say that the person is self-directek

This means that some orienting tasks call for self-directed pro-

4

cessing--namely, Chose tasks which are, in some important way; novel,

.

and therefore not4asily ;accomAtdatediin' every respect ,by some existing

Fon-trete stritegf-schema.' The orienting tasks that 6 not require self-

'

'. directed procesSing are thcise which can be responded to adequately with

a'tpecial task-specificSchema.

It is possible that another characteristic of self-direction in

response to orienting-tasks isAhefactivation of a high-level task-

response schema., Such a schema would Serve As a kind ofjndek to more
.

specific task - response strategy-/strategy/schemata: It looks at the characteristics

,
.

of t0 orienting task and the pntext in'which the orienting task is
.

, .

presented, and compares theselfeatUres with a sort of 'dictionary" that

/

.
matches particular combjlioatns-of task features with potentially use='

ful response-stfategY=schemata. The effect of the activation of such
__.

,

-3(36 .3G
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a schema, terms of subjects' task-response protocols, would.

L... 4.h 4. th subjects would report that they noticed features A,

and C of the ask, which-led them to postulate the, possibie applica--

bility-of strategy A.
..

Figure 4 presents a'sample of the kinds' of schemata that can be

-activated 11;-responte to orienting tasks. These schematecan vary in

iC,

abstractness andl:generality. The most highlyetuned" schemata are
. -

those which an usefully, guide responses to only a very limited class

of to .demands. The of the higher schemata on the abstract-

ness dimension characterizes self-directed responses' totasks.
M.

; .
,

What consequences does this theoretical approach have for the

training of students to ,be more effectively self - directed'! One is

that students shbuld benefit from being taught a variety of responses,

strategies for different types of situations. It is-important that such

response-strategies should be formulated so that they armeneral enough.
waP.

to have a fairly wide range of tasks to Which they are applicable. How -

eyer, they should also be concrete enough that students have some good

ideas about what aspedts of the task or the context in which the task

is presented are especially good ,discriminators among ot diagnoStict,for,

the possible response strategies, and hence should be carefully noted.

In other words, spdents should be taught diagnostics for the applici-

tion of particular strategies.

1
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General-purpose TASK-RESPONSE schemal(matches features of
; k

task with strategies):-
s

t
4

Strategy schemata

PROBLEM-SOLVING schema

RETRIEVAL schema

4

O

.

More particular (but still-general)
. strategy schemata

ELIMINATE- STRATEGY schema

IMPLICATIONS - FROM -- RELATED- FACTS 'schema

RETRIEVE-RELATED-FACTS schema

,

Concrete., task - specific strategy schemata

.

P

'VERBAL-LOGIC-PUZZLE-SOLUTION schema

INSWER-Q\ STION-OF-FACT schema,

Some
problem-
solOng
schemata

Figure4. Task-Response Schemata on a Dimension of Abstractness.
The activation orthe higher schemata on this dimension is characteristic
of self-direction in response to tasks.

/ - -
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Inferencand Depth of Processing

These two constructs receive related treatments id schema-theory

and so are discussed together here. Craik & Lockhart the

"levels-of processing" notion to discriiiinate between semantic and

non - semantic processing. Klein & Salz ('1976) extended'the te rm to

apply to different levels of semantic processing as wellas to the

. difference between semantic and non-semantic pr cessing., Both types'

of levels. of processing will be discussed below. The term "inference.

has a more varied and lets technical range °eases in .psychology. We'

will begin by suggesting a meaning for "inference" in the framework of

schema-theory, and will then,discuss some of the'uses of the term from
,

this po'int° of view,

"Inference".

, The approach described here for aatreatment'of "inference" in a

schema - system is inf4uenced in part by ideas about inference expressed

to.us by Ramelhart (personal communications).( Rumelhart& Levin 0975)

a model for language comprehentibn in, which'acti-Ated schemata

can be "satisfied" without fully activ ati4g all of, their attendant sub-.

schemata.'-(From a linguistic paint of-view, what this means. is that

lexical- decomposition- -as developed by Lakbff, 1970, McCawley, 1968--

is nat an indefatigable process. The`proce(si.of understanding a word
.

f

: - does not require the activation-of the word-schema and all of its' sub-
.

a
schemata and. even all of their subschemata, as,s6Me critics, such.as

Kintsch, 197 p'Fod , Fodor & Garreti 1975, have assumed. Instead,t

waning of a word can be pnly partially lexically deCompoled or partially

comprehended). What this means isthatzsbme of.the subschemata of an

instantiated schema Tay not be, instantiated theTsel4s; Tather thee

representation of theoinstintiated'schemeincludes 'pointers/A°.

--
-337; 39;
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uninstantiated subschemata, tharilk is, tbgeneric representations. We

could say'of-such "partially instantiated" calling schemata thatAhey,

.
, ,

are "frozen", in a state'of partial comprehension. - m6., --,a- state' . -- ,.

. . .

FrOM the viewpoint of our.theiry, this .condition of bed only par-
.

etially instantiated is not an unusual thilig-for specific concepts' in
. , .

. . , memary--.far from it! Rather, we believe that people very rarely pro-
\ i.*

cess,,incpming information to the extent that they really .come to under-
*..

stand every possible nuance of that information. (Fictidn'proyides some

JI

counter- examples to thiS Claim. .Sherlock Holmes is a character who.seems
. .

/

to process each datum for absolutely everx,"inference that can 'be drawn
. . ,

from it). People instead prbcess incoming information to,the'extent that

some contextually-determined "demand'for understanding" i's satisfied. In
.

many cases this may simply mean that processing stops when e highest
---- ,

..

, .

A
$

...
.

level schema that can "account for the data is reasonably.satisfied that

its major arguments can be instantiated.

We just referred to the status of an instantiated but not-fully-

comprehended schema.as "frozen.," Bythis we mean that it can become

eA active again, or, it least, that-its uninstantiated subsbhemata can be-

,
come activated and can; in their turn, seek their own subschemata or
7

arguments in order to'become ihstantiatedgemselves. By this means,

people are sometimes able to come to adeeper level of understanding of

some information hat was at first encoded-in a more superficial nanner.,

_The' process of "inferencell'ha twip varieties in our theor44,.../hese
.

.

are "immediate nference" and "delayed inference.".. The former is that .

9 -wtich o because some aspect of the context in which a piece of,4'
4 .

.:.,.
. . .

, -

%-.- information is acquired drives (usually in,a bottom-up way) more pro-,

.cessing than would be 'usual. The contextually- driven scheniata and the.
.

4,

normal schema that issthe-generic representation pf the information'.
4 c . if

t
t
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-being,understood,seem to "cooperate." Because.these activations rein-

force eachAther, only the contextually appropriate "inferences" are

instantiated `and, finis, come into consciousness.,,

"Delayed inference" is the process referred to above,- in which a
4:4*.

ra
"fozen," partially comprehended schema becomes reactivated. This can,

happenwhen first, some,aspect of Ongoing procesSing provides activation
. .

.

.

. for.the stored specific concept (i.e., something makes the4person think

. ,

(-
about this particular stored episodic knowledge); and, second, some

other aspect of °going processing (often in the context) drives -the

activation of one ortfle uninstantiated subschemata or arguments.-

Of courle, it is'possible for there to be some top -down activation

.of the inference process. Thiswould ordinarily be provided by some
. .

fairly specific problem-solving strategy-schema (such as- -those discussed

in the section on 'Constious allocation of prOcess4ng resArcei"). Suck}

astrategy-schema, whenActivated,-would have the

the'stored specific concepts that were judged as

effect of reactivating

possibly related to sthe

problem: In effect, when this strategp-schema is activated, the problem-
.

solver.says to himself, "Let's see, maybe some of the cirtumstancesof.
4,00

this problem have consequences for the solution. Maybe sometling can be

inferred an the 'basis of what I already know:-lilell, I know.Fact.A. -Do. tik

facts like Fact A have consequences for problems like this one? How

a0o9t_Fart B?" This kinci,of introspectively observed "talking to oneself"

s simply a OyOroduct ofthe activation of the special strategy-ategy-sabema

./ ,- that could be'called the Implicatfons-from-Related-Facts-Schema.
. / t

Here is an example (unfortunately crude and simple, but still fairly

lengthy to present,) of the process of "delayed inference" in sch a-

theory. In this example, someone is told that "Sam took the boa from Johp"

,

41
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in someatOntext in which a particular book 'is being discussed.. .The .

person who hears this,unaerstands it (by which we mean that some

semantic schema or schemata.are satified by'the proce.ssirg of this

string). ,However, at the time that he hears- it, this periendoesn't

think much. about it; he makes no-explicit inferences based on the

information. Figure 5 represents the hearer's semantic structures for

the inform on in. long -term memory. This representation is that of

a very simple and superficial understanding of the utterarite. Two

major schemata account for theiulk of therepresentation--the Take-'

Schema and the Book-Schem a. Both of these schemata have many subschemata

which happened notto te activated at the time that the person heard the

sentence. ,,
f

%

',

Now*iupose tlrat.the person is told, -"Sam knows the information

contained in the book -4 mention of
.

the information contained in
...?

i

''k the book probably activates a portion of the schema for took, a sub-
, .,

that recordi.the fact that.books contain information. Figure 6 -

' W e

. represents thissimple level of understanping, after the hearer has pro- '.

cesse4 these two wakences in a 'fairly casual way (i.el,.the schemata

used in underlstanding were not driven to-uce the maximum possibleProd
, .

.
.

numberof-inferences).
v .

If, at some later point, the person wholearned these facts ii

tod,that it is very important to fing,,all those who know the infor-

matiorf-i n tbe*bdok,.what answers will he be

.

able.to come up with? 'Well, -
. ,

. .... .
.

.
.

-.........-

to begin with, some
.

simpleHnformation-retrieval routines should be abl
.. ,

to automatically come up witbthe 4nformation that Sam knows the .infornia
.

tfen, since, it -is alreac directly stored i6 just this format in 16ogl-

.. term memory. Another answer tha0e.should be able to come.upNith,
.e. , -, .

1 ..

-
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Figure-5. -A Schema-Theory Representation of "Sam Took-, a Book from John.,:
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Figure 6., A Schema Theory Representation of "Sam Took,a BoOK-6&ijOhn"
and "Sami Knows-the Information Contained in the Book.
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however, is that,igt is quite possible that John also knows the
t .

information, since he had the book at One time, and possessors of- 'books

often read them and ttierefiy learn the information contained within them.

How can the ability to make such inferences be accounted for

in our schema - theory notation? The information does not seem to be '

directly available in'the representation in Figure 6. The answer to

this question liesin the "reactivation" feature of the schema-model

of understan# ding, memory, and thinking.' The Take-hema and the BOok-
-

Schema in Figure 6 can be reactivated; and those reactivated schemata,

along'with the schemata activated by'thestructure of the question .

("Wbp might know the information in,the bookrI, will result in a more

comp)ex instantiation for the information, about Sam and John and the

boqic(Presented in Figure 7).

In order to see how this kind of inferential -thinking.is done' in
. .

a schema - model; we-must firstsketch some kind of represebtations for
.. .

,,

!,7
..

,
.

..

... the generic meanings of the important terms, like "take"-and *bobk"-.
\....., .

,Here,is the generic' representation for the meaning of ';take ".
.

- 47
_

r
(;,

TAKE '(ACTOR; OBJECT, from PATIENT)

i s when .

CAUSE (DO (ACTOR[ACTION),-CHANGE cfrom'POSSESS (PATIENT, OBJECT
.1-

.

to POSSESS (ACTOR, OBJECT).

end.

J

.

This representation for the meaning of "take" is adapted,from that
of Gentner (1975). For a related representation, see Miller &
Johnson-Laird (1976).
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AP

2
Sa m UNSPECIFIED

Figure 7. A Schema Theory Representation of) "Sam Took a. Book from John"'

and "Sam Knows' the Information Contained in the Book" After Puhther

Inference has Taken Place. (Time information has been omitted for

simplicity.)
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According to this Take-Schema, "taking" a relationship that holds

between three parties, an actor, an object, and a "patient".
5

"Taking"

is when the actor does something that resultS in a change from a state

in which the patient has the object-to a state in whiCh the actor has

the object: Notice that this representation far "take" makes explicit

reference to possession by the actor and-the patient.

Here is the generic representation for the meaning of "book":

. BOOX [POSSESSOR, WRITER, )!

,

ts when 14:

HAVE (x, PAGES)

HAVE (x, TEXT)

CONTAIN (x, INFORMATION)

.,POSSIBLE (READ (POSSESSOR (of x), k))

o

end .

,

According to this incomplete Book-Schema,,a book,has plges and, contains

information. 'One who posses4s the book may -read it.

These s.cheMata alone are not quite enough to ensure that the person

who knows about Sam taking the book from John will'be able to "infer",

that John might know the information contained in the book.

, .

These terms are used here in a manner very similar to the cased
relations employed by linguistt such as FillMore (1968), Stockwell, o

Schacter, & Partee (1973 ). Part of their function in schemata is to
impose "selectional restrictions"(see Chomsky, 1965) on the arguments
of the schemata. -

6
The, lower -case x in this line is used to refer to that object which is
itself the book.: The square brackets are used to enclose arguments of
the schema that are,. in some sense, optional. They need not be made
explicit parts of the representation of an instantiation of the
Book-Schema.

-41- c .47
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We must also specify the meaning of the 'Read-ScheMa.

READ (ACTOR, BOOK)

is -when
°

o

Here are-subschemata desci:',1btng some of the, motor,

processes.in reading, such as looking at the words,
turning the pages, and so on. For the sake of
brevity, we,refer below to these processes as
VIEW (ACTOR, TEXT POOK)).

CAUSE (VIEW (ACTOR, TEXT (BOOK)),KNOW (ACTOR,. INFORMATION (OF BOOK))) .

end
.

According to this Read-Stherha, viewing the text (at least in "reading mode")
.

causes the viewer to come to know the,inforMation,in the text.

Our model of the, mind Of.the person who hears the sentences about

Sam and John can now account for the ability to make. he inference that
,

John might know the information froM the book. The phrasing of the queltion,,
.

which_spectf.ccaWy refers to- knowing the information in the book, activates

411
the subschema ofthe'ReadZSchema presented above. put this activation is

missing a specification " for the ACTOR. This drives a search for schemata

of thb,fohn

fied by the

Unspecified

7OSSIBLE (REA6iUnsPpecipe0., BOOK)jr.

last subsche-ma.of the Boot-Schema shown

jgument U.:shown to be the'POSSESSOR.
,

vates a searth fora scheme ottie for "POSSESS (Unspecified,- BOOK)",

The search is satis-

above,,in-which the
.

This, in turn,.acti-

where BOOK is not the gene IC bookblit rather thkspecific book under
. , .

.. .-

.',=discussion. If suc a search can reactivate the representation for the
..

.

meaning of 'hake", then the facts that both John and Sam possessed the

f
book Ashould become an explicit Part-grthe representatiop.

. Figure 7 represents .the state of the person's, long -term memory rep-
.

. resentation for the relationships among the book and Sam andJohn,fter-
a: -

the eeactivation of the BOOK and TAKE scfiemata.
.

;
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In. the explanation we have just given for the "inference" that

John,May have read the book, all the activatiOns were driven in a

bottom-up fashion from the phrasing of 'the question." This is not the, .

only way in which such reactivation can take place. As-was mentioned
r.

earlier in this subsection: there maybe some complex' strategy-schemata,_

which are call.ed into action during problem-solving, question-answering,

, and other tognitive tasks to drive inferential processing. For example,

if there were an Implications-froth-Related-Facts-Schema, have
1 : .

been activated by the orienting task (in this case, a .question to which

there was not'a fully satisfactory answer based on simple retrieval.

,strategies). This schemawOuld then direct the activation of all the .

,
. 'related facts known about Sam, John, and the book. This would mean that

. I

% the "frozen" (in Figures 5 and 6), schema for "take" could be reactivated

,..4

. . ( le suiting il; tbe,e6licit Oopositiohs about John and'Samseparately
, I,

.

. .POSSUSinkthe book. Tice reactivation of .the schema far _the book would
..

\,' result' in an explicit satement,a¢but the possibility Of the possessor
, 1,,,.'....

.
. 'readihg the bookr. .If this activatedsubsChema *could, in turn; activate

, . .
:,.

. . .,_,.- ..
..-

......
J the REAR SCHEMA, -so that thenotion of; ,knowing 'the information in the .Y, ". . ,a

1 .

'book (be&imle.of reading, because of posse'ssing),, t4en the complete
)

.
4.. "inference" process. would be directed.ipa .conceptually- driven manner,

'

z

S.

.

duetothe activation of the ipeciil Imp4lications-from-Related-Facts-

Schgffia. , . ",

* -

Itiseeis,iikelptbus'that the best viewpoint on an inference pyo-
.. ,

. A

cess.such"as-,that just described as that the two types of processing
. .... .,

Ilconeeptually-driven and data-driven,-Must both'contribute if the

muinference is to be irrived;at.

l'pepth PrpceseingV.
N.

20

10;71...

Thfs. term:is, used in slightly different ways by- different researcher;. .
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Craik and Lockhart (1972) used the term "levels of processing" to

distinguish between processing at sensory levels (more "superficial"

or "shallow" processing)) and semantic processing ("deep" processing).
ss 4,

Some other. psychologists (e.g.,' Klein and Salz, 1976) have experimented
x.

on different levels of semantic processingA Some of the differences in

re011,of meaningful' materials that have been studied by Bransford-&
,

John "son ,(1973) can be thought of as being, due to differences in the

leve1 of semantic processing to'which the materials were subjected.
(

The question "How are depth of processing phenomena treated in .

schema-theory?" is better phrased as two questions: "How are the

differences between semantic and non-semantic process treated in

schema- theory ?" and "How are the differences among ldveli-lof 'semantict

,4Pracessing treated in schema7theory?": Anskiefing the.firk.question is

more difficult, giVen the current state of development o#1fie'S&Oa-

theory approach to cognition. Schema-ttieOryeVolved pr4aroilia's
4

nding Onneahip§ful materTals,--it is

od

Means of modeling,the under

A

primarily a, antc-level,

. the following paragraph

The gugoVi(ns :tha ,we sketch in

nstitute on

I

t.

.

In outeo explm ott:I -1 :1,1
' t ;' ,t 4X

fog" the differences between semantic and no0semanticipore,sensory;.-

processing. I. 1

.311.

I
iV

'.

Imagine that, during visual input, a.number ofleature.detectorl".

are activated. Feature detectors very low-level schemata that
.ttt,;

\

become active when figures of certain lengths; curvatures, colors, ir' 11K°

etc. are present in the visual field. (This activation is .due to

e

; d
II

II a

I 14F

data-driven processing.' Needless to say, these feature-detectdr-s ipema
.

,v
Rk . IA&

could also be activated in a conceptually-drivtn fashion, due to their .-- ',1

,

/ .
' 7-' ''' Oarr:

being-pulled" by a higher schema. See Palmer, e1975)'. Activations. of

/
10.

these feature-schemata can cause the activation of higher schemata,
/

5 0....- 2
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°such as letter-sthemata-i- Letter schemata can provide activation for

,lower-level feature schemata or for higher-level schemata such as

word-sthemata. In turn, of course, these word-schemata provide acti-

.,

vation for the letteT-schemata and for higher schemata--phrase-schethata,

etc. (For a more complete discussion of the interactions among these
ti

schemata, see'Rigney & Munro, 1977, Rumelhart, 1977, or Rumelhart, in

press). Now, what is involved in an experiment in which subjects are ,

Oven instructions that-are supposed to arrest their processing of a

text at a "Sensory" level? Suppgse that subjects are instructed to

, .

count the number of "sus in a text. From the point of view of schema

theory, these instructions result in the subjects somehow "turning off"

.their word-level-schemata and other higher schemata. As a result of
)--

this, processing's ssentially stops at the letter level. There may be
4

some activation at. the word level aue to-the stimulus of the activations

4

r

of individual letter-sthetita. However, there is not enough 'activationdip

of word-schemata to activate any of the more integratiye or semantically"

comprehensive rhemata, such as the mid -level content-schema discussed

.in Rigney P0Muo.(1977). Because no hi her-level, integrative oh-
t'-.

,

..i

:..-:- , '\
\j.ir

.ceptuatistrdeures were instantiated during the initial-processing of

theteXtt subjects do not have any "top-level" conceptual structure in
.)

f .
,....

f'

memory to represent the-text.7 This means that there is no single-
.

structure, Which, when accessed, could guide the entire recall process.
.

..

Rather, the only record in memory of the textis the assortment of.

,f.,

instantiations of a number of lette4s-and perhaps word- and phrase-schemata,

all.iridependent in memory; essentially unrelated to each.other.,

In a sense,: subjects in such experiments gio havefan.instantiated schema
°that applies to:11'1e Wbole text asia result of processing it fn this
manner; this is '.a Counting-Schema: The final value, of the "counter"
argument of this schema is-the- number of 'is'!,s,,Ap the-text. Needless. ---

to say, this instantiated schema will not praide very.useful -cues for
of-the entire text, despite the fact that its '\form is deter-

.7haned by-the text.
-45- 51'
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Now consider the second type of "depth ot processing", that des-

cribes the differences between materials which are subjected to

differing,degreds pf semantic processing Klein and Saltz (1976) gave

different groups of subjects the same lists of words with diy4Tt

orienting tasks. One group of subjects was required to rate each of

the.words for its location on a semantic dimension (e.g., if the word

was "lion", "Is a'lion more pleasant or moriLunpleasant?"). Another

, 4

groupgwas required to rate each word on two semantic dimenions

"First, is a lion more pleasant or more unpleasant? Second, i a 1;06;e

fast or slow?"). those who rated,the words, on two dimen4ons (such as

pleasantnessand speed) performed significantly better on a later recal

test for the presented (and judged) words than did those who rated on
I

.

only one dimension. Furthermore, those who rated the words on.quite
. ,

' different dimensions (such as pleasantneoiend.speed3 did better than

those whO rated them on similar orcorrelited dimensions (such as
fir

1.

pleasantness and happiness).

I

How can the Klein and,altz results be accounted for from a schema-
%Pr

theory perspective? Recall the.mechanisms-fort-driVing."inference" dis.,T,

cussed in the previdus.subsection. In many circumstances, we cTaimed;

the depth and kind of inferences hasedoon a given-input made by an

urrderstander would depend OR some aspect of the context in which the

input occurred. To 4oply that theory to:the experiment under discussion,/

"think qf each word on the l'ftt- (e.g., "lion") as the input upon which

inferences caw be made;mthe orienting tasks of making judgements abo4f

'these inputs on one or .more semantic dimensions constitute the contexts

which determine the directiOd-of the inferences.

/
2

/

For each of the words on the lisVubjects have generic' repre-

-46- 5 2 _---
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complex--they contain a great deal of information. The,subject will
-

probably not experience a powerful enoughactivation-of the concept

to instantiate all of the subscheniata that' represent thisinformation.

Here'is a possible partial representation for someone's geniPic concept

lion:

LION (x)

is when -f 0

ANIMAL (X)

FELINE (A)

SIZE-OF (x, )

COLOR-OF (x,

.FIERceqx)

. DANGEROUS (x, to OTHER- ANIMALS)

POSSIBLE, (LOCATED (x, in ZO )).

end':
.

,_
Because activation resources are 1 mited, not all of the above represen-

tation will be part of the specifi representation for the lexical item

J
""lion" included on the list. jf,J1 Weyer; subjects are eequfred tu make

-judgements about the appropriate loCation,9f each concept On a "big-
_

little" dimension, then the SIZE-OF subschema above will surely be

activated. The more unrelated or uncorrelated dimensidhs upon whichY. -
.

t decisions about the lexical items must telmsed, the more "inferences"
m . .

.

about each lexical Item must be included in4memory. The more different

--,.. "7 .

contexts or drientCrig tasks driving the activation _ofof the generic schema,
. . ,,_____ ., , .,,..

--

the more complete will- be theispecific reOesentDtion of, the liit item.

.

-47--
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Figure 8 represents an experimental subject's specific representation
., -

for the, item "floe on a list for which the subject is required td,a

make a judgement only on the-biliti gAimension. Only portioni of
or

the generic representation have een instantiated for this particular"

specific concept in memory, b p. one of the instantiated subschemata

has to do with size. This because the orienting task of making a

size judgement helped'dri the activation of the SIZE -OF subschema,,_

Suppose that-thesubjec had also been required to make judgements

'about the termAglion" /5n a happy-unhappy im sion. Suppose further
-

that the subject' PPY schema includes some information. on the impli-

cations of dan erou Creatures for happiness; .and that the ZOO Scherlfa

s.

includes the sqbschema that people are often happy at zoos. The acti-

vationS of thei4 subschemata interact withthe appropriate subschemata
. .

/ 0

in the generic representation LION, and, as a resuit, a mor4 detailed

representatiOn for the list item "lion" is .part of memory. Figure 9

is an example of slich`an elaborated.representation.
8

'What is the consequence ofhaving a more complexAcepresentation

in memory for a specificAnstance, rather than a less complex one? '',

The.answer to this:,question requires a detailed theor' of ordinary , '

retrieval of speciftp concepts from long-tenemeCaory. This is no t the

, ..,

place to'develop such a theory (the reader is en ouraged to examine.the
., .

: -

initfal-propoSais for retrieval, ip=a_ichema mode made, by'Rumelhart:to

Levin, 1975); but an essential 'Oroperty of such a\sys em can at least
.

be alluded fcbere... That property is that the greater the ,number of
a.

schemata that take a speCifieConcept as an argumeht,he greater IS-

the likelihood that the concept will be retrieved-from memory at recall
7 -...,

time.

.

ft
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Flure.a. A Possible RepresentatiOn for the List Item Ition!" in the Mind

.
of an Experimental Subject who was Regtifred-to'Make a "Sizb" Judgement

Aix& "Lion."

.515
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19. A P.ossibli Representation for the List Item- "Lion! ig' the Mind .

of an Experimental Subject who was Required'to MaKe flotb a, "Size" 1 .
_.

Z

ti-

Judgement and-a. "Happiness". Judgement About "Lion."
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We have showm that, 'in schema theory, "inference" and "semantic_,

depth of processing" phenomena are related. Bothare treated as t

seffect of the more extensive activation of egeneric concept or

)

. With;th'e effect that more of its suoscnemata are activated than would ,

otherwise be the case.

Insight

Before saying-kat "insight" consists of ih sthema7s1theory terms,

we need to asio what is meant by this word both in.ordinary language

and when it is Used by psychologisti as an explanatory

'Websters New Collegiate Dictionary tells us that insight means "keen

discernment or understanding; penetration; also, intuition; immediate

apprehensioh or cognition.", Thik definitiOn is somewhat vague, but we

shall see that various aspects of this ordinary language meaning of

4nsight" can be applied to some of the more technical uses psycholb-

gists have made of the term:

In the WloWing paragraphs; we-will ask how certain particular

types of-"insight" phenoMena4uld be accountedlar in s'001,1,theory.

This is hardly an exhaustive list of the usetf the term "insight" in

psychology, but we hope that certain commonalities'in the use of the.

term may become apparent, so that the reader will be ableto imagine

the kind of schema-theory explanation which could account for some novel .

"Insight4 phenomenon.

A

We begin by treating three uses of.the term ."insight". The firstw,

is the use.of the term by Norman (in press) to refer to the experience

Lduring complex learning, of realizing that a number ospecific items

of knowledge that were previously not thought to bo especially similar

can be thought of as examples.of thesaMe previously unknown gen6ral type.

-51-
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second type of "insight" considered here is-that which-is (Os-

. .

.cussed in one type of.;:problem,solving literature. This is the sort

of insight that a chimpanzee achieves when he realizes that two sticks

e

can be put tbgeiher to'reach,a banana, or that a human subject achteveS

.when he realizes that a common weighty tool. can be tied to the end df
_

.

a string suspended from the ceiling to make,a pendulum. The third kind

of -"insight" we will discuss is that which people achieve.when they
aa

solve verbal_lagic pUzzles.

"Insight" during-complex learnin

Norman points out that at an intermediate' stage of complex learning,

students often experience=aseries of "Aha!" reactions to the learning, .

process. Sometimes this happens _during a Socratic dialogue, in which,

a tytor asks a series of questions which make the student_aware_of a
_

relationship between pieces=of knowledge which had hitherto-seemed:un-

related. Sometimes these insights are experienced when -a-teacher suggests

a metaphor for some poorly understood concept. Sometimes-theSe-insights

'occur when, the student simply "happens to be thinking about" -several

10k
apparently unrelated bits of specific or particular knowledge.

11n schema theory.terths, what happens in these instances is that a
. :

new generic concept is in the mind of the-Student; that is, a

new schermris-created. Figure 10 is an'informal sketch of the.relevant_1,

mental concepts, in schema-theory form, before and after the flash df7---7

insfght. In the first iate, the studeneis aware of a number of 'speci-

fic facts, which are not perceived as instances of the same concept.

One is a specific version of the generic_ooncepi represented by Schema.

another is a specifi-C instance ofSchemaj, another of Schemak.
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<> <> <> <> <> <>

(

SCHiMAJ. SCHEMA k

-type

>

type

-

>

type

type

<>

SCHEMA

type

SCH4EMA n

The relevant concepts in the student's
mind at,time T1

The relevant concepts in the student's
mind at time T2

LEGE40.

<

e

a specific concept -with arguments or parameters

. '

a specific concept without arguments

SCHEMA

a generic concept

Figure 10. Restructuring

Note; Not all .types,of normal and expected relationships among concepts are depicted -

in this figure.

0
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Then a new schema is created (as a result of the simultaneous tcti=e4

vatioh.of these three specific concepts, due to the Socratic questions,

the metaphor made, or whatever).8 In the figure, the new schema is
. - --

Schema
n

. At this point the three specific concepts that played an

important role in the attainment of the "insight" (that'is,,the re,

structuring) are now.thought of;by the student as specific cases of

the new generic concept or schema (as well as of theirold schemata).

Norman's use of,"insight" refers to a restructuring process, ts a-

result of which previously unrelated concepts are now thought' of as
N,

being instances of the same type.

We shall return to the question of whatlitkes this restructuring

.flinsightful" after examining'the other two types of insight.

"Insight" during problem-solving

COhsider the two-problemr'solving episodes mentioned abOVe.. In

OA:
one,-a person realizes that a tool can be dsed as a weight to make a

pendulum, whichican be set swinging and caught when it is closest to

"the other string; then the'two strings can be tied together. In the

( Lother, a chimpanzee realizes Ihat two sticks can be put together to

draw a banandto hikself. Part of what seems to be ihvolvedrin these

cases, is the realization that some object which had 'been encoded in

terms of one schemt could equally well be encoded in terms of some other

schema that has more applicability toward. the problem solution..

8
There is no very detailed theory to account for the construction of

new generic-concepts. Rumelhart & Norman (in press) suggest that
one possible mechanism may be to use an existing schemtas i model
for the new one, which then constitutes a sort of differentiation

- or refinement in the characterizttion of a class of objects, actions,
or relationships. Rumelhartl Ortony (in press) refer to this
process as one of "schema specialization."

-54- 60
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Figure 11 represents some portion of the'relevant concepts of the

person solving the "pendulum problem" mentioned above. Before

"insight" the hammer is thought of as a hammer, a tool with a special-
.

ized function, a tool 'which can be-.used to join planar objects with

nails. After the "insight" in this figure, the person solVing the

°problem is still at least potentially aware.of these properties of

the hammeP%but now this object' is no longer encoded, solely with.the

HAMMER schema. Now the PENDULUM schema has also been activated, and

the hammer is seen as playing a particular role in this activation.of

that schema.

.
. It may be'worth noting here that not all subjects seem to experi-

ence an activation of their PENDULUM schema spontaneously. The

experimenter often activated this schema for subjects by "accidentally"
, , 4 6 4 6 kg. 46-,* .9

brushing against one of the dangling strings while walking by, thus

Setting the string in an oscillating maion. Subjects ordinarily came

to the pendulum solution quite quickly after theAPeriMenterdid this,

but when they were latg questioned, they did.not remember that the

, 11..
experimenter hadbrushed the string: Ihey Said that the idea "simply

_came to them in kflash." This sudden and complete reinterpretation

of a problem situation Seems to be one the most important reasons

for labell4 these solutions "insightful." In schema - theory terms,

-it -Could be claimed thatthe subject's perception that the strings

--could be put in motton resulted in a weak activation of his PENDULUM

sch'ema. At-first this activation was not strong enough to result in

an instantiation of the schema, but it did permit the schema to search
110E g-

-for its arguments or sub-schemata. The identification of the hammer

--with the pendutum weight then contributed further activation to the:,

schema (bottoni-up activation), which, together with the activations

-55-
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PAPER *IP

-The relevant concepts in the problem-
solver's mind at time Ti

The relevant concepts in the problem-
solver's mind at time T2 (after "insight ")

Figure 11:, Solving the.Pendulum Problem: A Schema-Theory Representation
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of whatever schemata represented the subject's idea that the ends-of

the strings needed to be. brought together (A top -down activation),
-..

resulted in adequate activation for an instantiation. As a schema is

being instantiated, we say it is in censciousnesi or in working memory.

(See the seefion on "Consciousness"). Therefore, froffi the schema-theorr

viewpoint, it is quite natural that thbTe is no.awareness of the possible

solution, to the,problem until a relatively complete solution has been

obtained, for bnly then is 'there adequate dctivation to allow an instan-

tiation.

%Iftight" in verbal logic puzzle solutions

$.10...1 In attacking verbal logic puzzles, subjects may proceed to the
. .

'solution in a variety of ways. Each path to the, solution i$ marked.by

a number of."insights" about constraints on the relationShtps between
-

the individuals mentioned in the. problem statement. In the Mr. Scott
.k

problem (discussed in the section oh "Orienting Tasks and Self-Direction"),

fo'r example; a number of intermediate ."insights"°are required before a

'

subject can achieve the final insight that leAds to a_solution. One

such insight is theorealization that there is at least one set of twins

.

in the family: either Mr. Scott and his sister are twins and/or his
. ,

L

.

son and daughter aretwins. Another insight is that there are anumber
. olw

of possible same-age relationtOps in the family (Mr. Sco -and his

'sister, the son and the daughter, the son and the sister, the daughter

and the sist'r), and that some of.these possible same-age relationships

_

are contradictory but others are not.

,..\ Let's consider what form the first of these "insights" Would take
40;

in a schema-theoryrepresentttion of''a person's understanding of the

problem.
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DUMMY DUMMY2 DUMMY3

Some of tb relevant concepts in the
puzzle-solver's mind before "insight"

DUMMY. DUMMY2 DUMMY3

Some of the 'relevant concepts in the
puzzle-solver's mind after one ''insight"

pr

0

,

figure,12: A Simple "Insight" Wessary to the Solution .of the
Mr:Scott Problem: 'A Schema- Theory Representation

.

tt
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jv -In4the first part of Figure 12, the left portion of the figure repre-

0

.._-_...:.

cents the problem-solvpr's understanding of the familial relationships

between Mr. 'Scott, his,sister, his son, and his daughter. This struc-

z
ture is part of Vie representation that results from the processing of

the first sentence of the problem., The right portion of the figure is

a partia) representation of the'problem-solver's understanding of the

lintence, "The best player's twin and the worst player are of the same

sex." The-`argument of the Best-Player Schema.is a dump. This means

that the.parameter is really unfilled. Presimably schemata do not

like to be instantiated with unfilled arguments, and this state of

affairLdrives further procefsing to try to "f1116.the dummy argument

with a real, specific concept, namely one of the concepts. that repretent

the members of Mr. Scott's family. As we saw in the earlier discussion

of inference, this kind of processing will activate some conceptUal

structures which had been only partially comprehended before. If the

TWIN-schema included in Figure 12.is activated, it activates a sub-

schema called SIBLING*(as well as.other subschimata, of course). The

SIBLING schema is something like this:

-.SIBLING (x)'3).
.

is when
4-

AND (OFFSPRING (x, z); OFFSPRING (y, z)) 4

end .

-59- 65.
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The .OFFSPRXNG schema has this form:

OFFSPRING (x,'z)

is when

OR (SON (x, of z), DAUGHTER (x, of z))

end .

A chain of actiyations is set off: (First TWIN activates SIBLING. Then'

\\SIBLING spons9rs two activations of OFFSPRING. These OFFSPRING activa-

tions, in turn, lookfor instances' of SON or DAUGHTER. In the"before"

section of Figure 12 are an instance of each, SON and DAUGHTER, that

are able to satisfy the two activations of 'OFFSPRING. This means that
ti

SIBLING and TWIN are also 'satisfied., _As w.result, the concepts that, .

represent Mr. Scott's son and.daughter are' arked as possibly being

twins in the "afteeeportionLof Figure 12. (The reason t4t this in-
.

1, -4.

stantiation of TWIN ,is "hedgedLby,the "POssible" is that there are_ _

other important subschemata of TWIN that have not-yet been satisfied.

For example:there must pe a subschema, not represented in the above

definition,`that expresses the fact'that twins must be born atthe

same time). A second }instantiation of, TWIN, also marked as "possible"
. ,

is included in the second part of Figure 12. This instantiation is

arrived at more readi y thbn the first,'since the SIBLING schema is

already present.in th first-part'of Figure 12.

The second part f this figure thus represents the change in the

reader's understandin of the Mr. Scott problem after he has realized

that there are two possible sets of twins And has assigned the appro-

priate specific concepts to these-possible Twin Schemata.
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Thereare.a,number of oth0 "insighie4eessari'to the solution of
. 1

this problem. Most 'of these can be thought of as the kinds of delayed

inference discussed in " Inference and depth of processing," above..

icomaNaspects.of insight, in -these three cases.
__

In each'of these types of sight, new instantiations of scheftta

ocOrred (sometimes wit old generic schemata, sometimes with new ones).

In each ease, ,tif new instantiations relatO two or more pre-existin

'specific concepts n a novel way. Perhaps this is exactly what sight

consists Of: the recognition of a previously unnoticed.retationship.

The m'e unexpected such:relationsbips are, the more likely we are to.
.

label their discovery as instances of "insight".
, 4

7

#

/W.

4,

44
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III. SOME REFLECTIONS ON SCHEMA- THEORY-

.. a

,
A number of explicit suggestiOns-for the treatment of cognitive

'processes in terms of schemata have been presented in II. Here we

intend to step back and present an overview of.schema-theory and,
.fr.

hopefully, clear up some questions that remain._ The relationship he-
.

tween schema- theory a nd more traditional information-processing theories

"is discussed, and thp varieties of schemata are explicated.

Schema- Theory and CogOltive Component Theories

The presentations of-many informatiOn-processing theories are

characterized by diagrams such as thatin Figure 2A. We refer to. theories
.

of this type,- which follow the flow of information through a series of

discrete, cognitive components, as "cognitive component theories"., In1

such theory es, concepts inliemory that are -not part. of consciousness are

ttiought'of as being in a vast storagedepot,,called long7term memory, .

When certain features (provided by a feature extractor) enter a smaller

storage area, calledshOrt-terwmemory, they ma cause some of the ton-
,

cepts in long -term memory to,be transferred (or copied) into.short-teim

\memory. The same phenomena that are accounted for in a-cognitive tom-

ponents theory in this manner are treated ln.asliOtly different Way

in schema-theory... In schema-theory there ii,onTy one storage area,

but the concepts within it are thought2of as being in different states
-

of actFvation. In geheral, the least activated schemata are-similar

'to the contents of longterm memory ina cognitive compohents theory.

.The most activated schemita are those concepts which, fn co itive

components terms, are in short-term memory. '

!IP 68.-
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The activation construct that it so central to schema=theory

provide& a natural means for accounting for the resource- limited ,

N.

processing:discussed by Norman & Bobrow.(1975),..The resource limit-

atiOn1-they treat'.can.all be thought of as being due td limitations

- on -activation f.esOurces.-9 There' is no tiiiiiTarpre-eXisting feature:
.

..

in cognitive component models to account_for the facts of resource

limitations.

A demonol ogy: The varieties .of sehemat

Schemata can be

The most basic means
-

functions. -That is;

distinguished,from each-otherbY three-means.

of distinguishing. stileMaii is in.terms of their

when a schema acts like a Oocedure,' what does it

.4o? Every schema is unique in terms of function. .No two do exactly the:-

Fame-thirtg-in-evety dathenvieeht-orthey-would not be.,two schemata, but'
.

one schema. To categorize all'the possiblefunctions of schemata would

be an arduous task. -There are sche4"ta to recogniZe/identify visual

features, to recognize auditory features, to provide themeaning& of

words, to represent known facts about the world, to guide motor activi-

ties, to plan, to solve problems, and to carry out all the Other

-tions of.human beings that might be considered even 'remotely intellectual

in nature. We are not prepared to. present a classification in terms of

- . ,

function.

A second means,of distinguishing schemata

nets.

2

9

terms of abstract-

_

-We remain uncommitted,on the issue of whether tgtal activation
.resources available to the systeni can vary within certain limits
orwhether they are alwayt fixed at'ohelevel: The functions of' fi
the' reticular-- activating system argue for a. model with -variable

leyifiii of activation, but, as' was explainedain.footnote 1,Chema
theWis'not intended as a physiological model.

(-

6974.
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A

Figure4,- above, presents a sample of the schemata described in this
e

paper, arranged in order of their abstractness. The more abstract a

schema is
L.

the more different situations it can apply to. The more con,

crete or specific a schema is, thesmore restricted is its range of appli-
.

cation: Very highly-tuned schemata tend to be most context - specific or

non-abstraCt. These are schemata that are prepared to reSpond'to'one

particular typ& of situation, and riot to others. The best examples of

.-

these ''are motor schemata. For example, ,we would claim that a professional

tennis player would have many thousands of tOcialized scheMata for .

hitting a tennis ball (differing slightly, from each other with respect

to the speed and position of the ball and thepTayer),,while an amateur

player would hale many fewer, more abstract schemata. (Perhaps the rank

f

beginner would have only'three--one for serving, one for backhands, and

one for forehands). Another examplelof extremely concrete schemata is

that of the memories for chesS positions of master chess players. In

- ,

..general; according to de.troot (1966)-, the more advanced the player, the

-larger Will,be his repertoire of quite detailed, non-abstract memories'

. -

for types.of chgss positions.

.A third means of distinguishing schemap is in'terMs of their scope.

Table 1 presents a,number of schemata; classified according to tOjr

sdopes.' sCheta withowIde scope is.pne that can account for a great,

dear of data% TypicalIY, it has -a large'nUmber:Of subschemata, each Of

nwhkh.haVeSubschdmata.of their own.' An example of a_schema,withsmall

scope isa,fgature-deteCtfon sc a. An example of a schema -with very

wide scope ts a text-understa ing'scHema such as that proposed by

RuMelhart (1975), fqr narritlives. J

7,0
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ExamIllet of Schemata Activated in Three Contexts

. _
.

. Schemata attivated. Schemata activated Schemata activated ..
.in.problem-solv- in text-processing in conversation- .

ing ,' . . . understanding
(dismissed above) n K,Rigney & Munro, 1977) (Munro;1077)

. :
,-

. .

. . , . . .. ..
.

.

,.,
.
.

, -

High -level 'Problem-Solver 11 Narrative Conversation
-

schemata: (pp. -23-29) Explanation .
.

recognize situa-.. Representation .

..-

.. -tion/context Prescription -

,.
, .

.

- .
.

. .- . ., .

. - ..

.
.

...

_ .

Schemata that Build-Up Sperling-Pardigm- ' DirectionvGiving
establish .a 7. . (pp. Article .
particular Eliminate 26- . ,,

,

context set , 28)
.

Work Forward .. .

A - .
\,_.

. .

....
-.

. ... %
,...

W . .
.

o
Mid-level Elaborate .

, : , ,N
schemata,01

.

more particular Implications- .

N
. From-Related- . -

.
., . .

e Facts (pp-. 30 '.31)
,

.

.,

,

Confirmation-c
1 t..

I .0 Request, .$
i , (I, ''

r,
.

'Boa s-Sail-On =Lakes Landmark-Identify.
. .

1
.

_
.

Content=schemata: Family , . Asert4on
.

. .Often _represent' . ,

Information-Request
' meanings of_ , ._ Twin .

. - -Instruot--------,---,--
leXical items _ , (PP.

,Volkswagen
59- . , .

. .
Sibling, .J 60)

.

.
.

. -- . Same-Age .
. .

a.

--r

I' V 7

Table 1. AnOverview of
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Schema-theory is a veil powerful. system. It is intended to be

capable of representingalYthe varieties of knowledge that people

have. In light of the fact that there are at present no adequate

,'theories'of humin cognitive processes, we believe that a powerful

ti

theory such as this is called for? Let Occam's Razor apply when

we have two adequate theories to choose between.

_ .4. "
.1.

411
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